
MINUTES OF MS4 COMMITTEE MEETING 

August 8, 2016 

 

Present: Jay Card, Laury Dowd, Reed Karen, Jim Colligan 

  

 The DEC is in the process of revising the MS4 permit prior to next Spring. 

As part of this process, they are meeting with local representatives who are 

reporting some of the changes being discussed. Laury told the committee 

members about some areas being discussed. For example, requiring more 

frequent inspections of outfall pipes, requiring wet weather inspections of 

construction sites, coming up with checklists for assessment of municipal 

facilities good housekeeping, whether municipal facilities should be 

mapped, increased frequency of inspections of municipal facilities, making 

facilities higher priority if they are near water bodies, have hazmat facilities 

or store fuel, changes in reporting on catch basins to report amount and type 

of materials cleaned out.  

 

The committee also reviewed the new erosion control standards developed 

by the DEC in February 2016. This includes various types of silt fences as 

well as berms and dams. The Town Board usually only requires a wire-back 

silt fence as part of its erosion control devices, but should expand its toolbox 

depending on the slope of the site, length of construction, amount of area 

disturbed. Jim will report these options to the Town Board.   

 

The committee reviewed the EPA training tools provided on the issue of 

Green Infrastructure. The town is expected to be entering a climate change 

phase which means longer dry periods and more intense precipitation. We 

discussed how to deal with the flooding issues that might occur more 

frequently under these circumstances. There was a debate on whether the 

Town had an obligation to literally bail out properties that end up under 

water.  

 

The green infrastructure, including mechanisms that encourage groundwater 

recharge, was discussed. The downside is that something like a vegetative 

berm requires ongoing maintenance, as well as space. It will be considered 

when viable. 

 

Jay has several MS4 projects under consideration. The project for runoff in 

the Village of Dering Harbor is partially done and getting final approvals 

from DEC to be finished. Jay is also exploring eliminating an outfall pipe 



into Silver Beach Lagoon, but the engineering impacts and necessary 

permits need to be explored. 

 

The meeting dates in 2016 are: 

1/11, 2/8, 3/14, 4/11, 5/9, 6/13, 7/11, 8/8, 9/12, 10/17, 11/14, 12/12 

 

The meeting adjourned at 4:10pm. 

The next meeting will be on September 12, 2016. 


